ABSTRACT. In this paper we study the relationships among the spectra of the cosets of an element of a Banach algebra in some quotient algebras. We also characterize the spectrum of any a E M (where M is an ideal of a Banach algebra with identity and moreover has an identity) in the whole algebra in terms of the spectrum of a in M.
INTRODUCTION.
Let L be a Banach algebra (that is, a linear associative algebra over either the real field or complex field, endowed with a complete norm such that ab _< a b for any a, b L and e l if L has an identity e). We recall that the vector space L x It" (where K denotes the scalar field) is a Banach algebra (with identity, whether L has an identity or not) with respect to the product defined by (a, cr)(b,) (ab+ a + ab, a3) for any (a,a),(b,) 6__ L and the norm defined by (a,a)II a / I for any (a,a) fi . The 
Since every element of L whose distance from e is less th one is invertible, it follows that
Since yj M for y j 1,2, it follows that 2e-a is both left invertible and right invertible modulo M. Hence e-a is invertible modulo M. Therefore, CaM(a C C( n j e CaJ (a))"
We have thus proved that Ca( u s e cS) (a) C Ck( S Caj(a)). Hence '(u cS)-('0 n s e c"s(')
We remark that, if L is a complex Banach algebra with identity e and M is a closed subalgebra of L, also endowed with an identity f, the two identities may not coincide. Moreover, the two identities are necessarily different if M "L" Nevertheless, the inclusion crL(a) C aM(a)U {0} holds for any a M in view of [1] , (1.6.12). Since aL(a + he) aL(a) + a and aM(a + c.f) aM(a) + a for any a (/C, also the inclusion aL(a + ae)C aM(a + af)U {a} holds for any a E M and for any aqC. Thus, in particular, the inclusion aL((a,a))C aL(a+ae)O{o} for any ae L and for any a E C can be deduced.
PROPOSITION 5. Let L be a complex Banach algebra with identity e, and let M be a proper ideal of L, endowed with an identity f. Then M E JL (which means that M is closed) and aL(a + oe) aM(a + af) U {c} (where we set aM(o) O if M {0}) for any a E M and for any dEC.
PROOF. Let a E M. Since aL(a + he.) aL(a) + a and aM-(a + a.f) aM-(a) + a for any c E C, it is sufficient to prove that M is closed and crL(a) aM(a)U {0}.
Since f is the identity of M, it follows that f2 f. Since [3] , VII, 5.5) and from Proposition 5 it follows that (()) M(U()) {(0)}.
We remark that, actually, the statement above is only seemingly more general than the one of Hence the first inclusion proved in [2] , Theorem 2.1 can be replaced by an equality.
